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Abstract

Electrostatic dust transport has been hypothesized to explain a number of observations of unusual planetary phenomena. Here, it is
demonstrated using three recently developed experiments in which dust particles are exposed to thermal plasma with beam electrons, beam
electrons only, or ultraviolet (UV) radiation only. The UV light source has a narrow bandwidth in wavelength centered at 172 nm. The beam
electrons with the energy of 120 eV are created with a negatively biased hot filament. When the vacuum chamber is filled with the argon gas,
a thermal plasma is created in addition to the electron beam. Insulating dust particles of a few tens of microns in diameter are used in the
experiments. Dust particles are recorded to be lofted to a height up to a few centimeters with a launch speed up to 1 m/s. These experiments
demonstrate that photo and/or secondary electron emission from a dusty surface changes the charging mechanism of dust particles. According
to the recently developed "patched charge model", the emitted electrons can be re-absorbed inside microcavities between neighboring dust
particles below the surface, causing the accumulation of enhanced negative charges on the surrounding dust particles. The repulsive forces
between these negatively charged particles may be large enough to mobilize and lift them off the surface. These experiments present the
advanced understanding of dust charging and transport on dusty surfaces, and laid a foundation for future investigations of its role in the surface
evolution of airless planetary bodies.

Video Link

The video component of this article can be found at https://www.jove.com/video/57072/

Introduction

Airless planetary bodies, such as the Moon and asteroids, are covered with fine dust particles called regolith. These airless bodies, unlike
Earth, are directly exposed to solar wind plasma and solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation, causing the regolith dust to be charged. These charged
dust particles may therefore be mobilized, lofted, transported, or even ejected and lost from the surface due to electrostatic forces. The first
suggested evidence of this electrostatic process was the so-called "lunar horizon glow", a distinct glow above the western horizon observed
shortly after sunset by Surveyor 5, 6, and 7 spacecraft five decades ago (Figure 1a)1,2,3. It has been hypothesized that this glow was caused by
sunlight scattered off from electrostatically lofted dust particles (5 μm radius) to a height < 1 m above the surface near the lunar terminator1,2,3.
Electrostatically released fine dust was also suggested to be responsible for the ray-like streamers reaching a high altitude reported by the Apollo
astronauts4,5.

Ever since these Apollo observations, a number of observations over other airless bodies were also linked to the mechanisms of electrostatic
dust mobilization or lofting, such as the radial spokes in the Saturn's rings6,7,8, the dust ponds on asteroid Eros (Figure 1b)9 and comet 67P10,
the porous surfaces indicated from the main-belt asteroid spectra11, the unusually smooth surface of Saturn's icy moon Atlas12, and the regolith
at the lunar swirls13. In addition, the degradation of the laser retroreflectors on the lunar surface may be also caused by the accumulation of
electrostatically lofted dust14.

Laboratory studies have been largely motivated by these unusual space observations in order to understand the physical processes of dust
charging and transport. Dust mobilization has been observed in various plasma conditions, in which dust particles are shed off from a glass
sphere surface15,16, levitated in plasma sheaths17, and recorded to move on both conducting and insulating surfaces18,19,20,21. However, how dust
particles gain large enough charges to be lofted or mobilized remained poorly understood. The measurements of the charges on individual dust
particles on a smooth surface22 and the average charge density on a dusty surface23 immersed in plasmas show that the charges are far too
small for dust particles to be lofted or mobilized.

In the prior theories16,24,25, the charging was only considered to occur on the top surface layer that is directly exposed to UV or plasma. Charges
are often considered to be distributed uniformly over the entire dusty surface, i.e., each individual dust particle acquires the same amount
of charge, described by the so-called "shared charge model"16. However, the charges calculated from this model are much smaller than
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the gravitational force alone. A charge fluctuation theory that accounts for the stochastic process of the fluxes of electrons and ions to the
surface16,24 shows a temporal enhancement in the electrostatic force, but it remains small in comparison to the gravitational force.

In this paper, electrostatic dust lofting and mobilization is demonstrated using three recently developed experiments26, which are important for
understanding dust transport on the regolith of airless planetary bodies. These experiments are performed in the conditions of thermal plasma
with beam electrons, beam electrons only or UV radiation only. These experiments demonstrate the validity of the recently developed "patched
charge model"26,27, in which microcavities formed between neighboring dust particles below the surface can re-absorb the emitted photo and/or
secondary electrons, generating large negative charges on the surfaces of the neighboring dust particles. The repulsive forces between these
negative charges can become large enough to mobilize or lift off the dust particles.

Protocol

1. Vacuum chamber setup

1. Place an insulating rubber sheet (0.2 cm thick, 5 cm in diameter) with a central hole 1.9 cm in diameter on an insulating plate (2 cm thick and
20 cm in diameter) (Figure 2a, b). Load insulating, irregularly-shaped dust particles (between 10 and 50 μm in diameter) in the hole.

2. Place the insulating plate on a metal plate standing in the middle of a vacuum chamber. Electrically isolate the metal plate from the chamber
using ceramic standoffs.

3. Turn on the vacuum pumps (a turbo pump backed by a mechanical roughing pump) to reach the base pressure of ~ 10-6 Torr. The
demonstrating experiments are performed in a cylindrical stainless-steel vacuum chamber, 50 cm in diameter and 28 cm tall (Figure 2c).

4. Record the dust movement and lofting with a video camera at a regular speed of 30 frames/s (fps) or a high-speed (> 2000 fps) camera. Use
an LED light with the maximum illumination equivalent to > 500W incandesce light to produce enough lighting on the dust particles for good-
quality video recording.
 

NOTE: Using the rubber is because of its dark color that minimizes the light reflection to the camera. Light-colored dust particles should be
used for better photographing due to the color contrast to the dark rubber surface. The thick insulating plate is used for eliminating the effect
of the electric field between the surface of the insulating plate and metal plate on the dust charging and mobilization. In this demonstration,
Mars simulant (JSC-Mars-1, sieved to the mean diameter of 38-48 μm, mass density of 1.9 g/cm-3 and major composition of SiO2 

28) were
used, which resembles the general regolith dust of airless bodies in the inner solar system. Various other types of insulating dust particles
were also tested, such as lunar simulant (JSC-1), lunar simulant highland (LHT) and pure silica dust.

2. Exposure to thermal plasma with beam electrons

1. Attach a thoriated tungsten filament (0.1 mm thick and ~ 3 cm long) to an electrode feedthrough and install it on the top of the chamber. Then
pump the chamber down to the base pressure.

2. Fill the vacuum chamber with argon gas to the pressure of ~ 0.5 mTorr.
3. Turn on the power supplies and set the bias voltage -120 V to the filament.
4. Increase the heating voltage to the heating current ~ 2A until the emission current reaches a desired value (a few mA). Energetic electrons

with the energy of 120 eV will be emitted from the filament.
 

NOTE: These beam-like primary electrons impact neutral argon atoms, causing them to be ionized and creating a plasma with an electron
temperature around 2 eV. A large fraction of the primary beam electrons directly reaches the dusty surface without collisions with neutral
atoms. Dust particles are therefore exposed to both the thermal plasma and beam electrons.

5. To show the role of energetic beam electrons in dust transport, use an alternative operation of creating a thermal plasma above dust particles.
1. Turn on an alternative filament in the bottom of the chamber with the bias voltage -40 V and emission current up to 400 mA (Figure

2a). The primary electrons emitted from the filament will be stopped by the metal plate below the insulting plate on which the dust
particles rest (Figure 2a, b).

2. Vary the emission current to change the electric field above the surface. Higher current creates higher plasma density, thinner sheath,
and thus larger electric field.

3. Exposure to beam electrons only

1. Setup the experiment as described in the above experiment using the top filament.
2. Turn on the top filament under the base pressure 10-6 Torr (i.e., no argon gas fed in the chamber). No plasma is created while only the 120

eV beam electrons emitted from the filament bombard the dust particles.
3. Operate the filament in two different modes.

1. Set the bias voltage to -120 V, then increase the heating voltage until the emission current reaches a few mA.
2. Increase the heating voltage to reach a desired heating current ~ 2 A, then increase the bias voltage from 0 V gradually to -120 V to

emit electrons with an emission current of a few mA.

4. Exposure to UV radiation only

1. Replace the top filament with a UV lamp (Figure 2b) and pump down the chamber to the base pressure. Use a xenon excimer Osram lamp,
which emits the UV light of 172 nm wavelength. The corresponding photon energy is 7.2 eV, larger than the work function of the dust surface
(~ 5.5 eV) in order to emit photoelectrons.
 

NOTE: Shorter wavelength UV that radiates higher energy photons is expected to create more charges on the dust particles and therefore
more mobilization, based on the patched charge model26,27.
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2. Turn on the UV lamp to radiate dust particles. In the demonstration, the photon irradiance is 40 mW/cm-2 at the UV source and ~ 16 mW/cm-2

at the dusty surface.

Representative Results

A set of experiments were performed using the top or bottom filaments. With the top filament setup, the hopping of the dust particles was
recorded (Figure 3a). In contrast, the dust particles remained at rest when using the bottom filament. It has been measured that the vertical
electric field at the surface was approximately same (16 V/cm) in both experiments under the conditions described in Protocol step 226. These
results indicate that the electrostatic force due to the sheath electric field is not large enough to mobilize dust particles. The only difference
between these two experiments is the presence (using the top filament) or absence (using the bottom filament) of beam electrons bombarding
the surface.

Potentials across the dust and outside rubber surfaces measured by Wang et al.26 have shown that secondary electrons were generated due to
the bombardment of the energetic beam electrons while minimized in the plasma in which the electrons are thermalized. More importantly, these
potential measurements have shown that the secondary electron emission was largely reduced on the dusty surface, comparing to that on the
solid surface26. This is likely due to the surface roughness that can re-absorb the emitted electrons20,29,30,31,32,33.

As described in Protocol 3.3.1, secondary electrons are created once the 120 eV beam electrons emitted from the filament reach the surface,
causing the surface potential to rise to become more positive than -120 V. In this case, the dust particles were mobilized and lofted from the
surface (Figure 3b). In 3.3.2, no dust movement was recorded. It has been measured that the surface potential simply follows the filament
bias voltage to become -120 V26. This is because the filament voltage starts very small, i.e., the corresponding beam electron energy is very
low, and the secondary electron yield is nearly zero so the surface potential equals to the energy of the beam electrons (in eV) to stop them to
maintain a zero-net current at the equilibrium state. The increment of the filament voltage is gradual, compared to the plasma response, so that
the voltage increment is too small to create any secondary electrons. Therefore, the surface potential follows the filament voltage, causing the
beam electrons to be stopped from reaching the surface and therefore suppressing the secondary electron emission. Again, this experiment
shows that the generation of secondary electrons significantly contributes to the dust charging and transport process.

The dust hopping was recorded under the 172 nm UV radiation (Figure 3c). A photoelectron sheath is created above the surface, in which
the electric field is very small ~ 0.5 V/cm34. The electrostatic force due to the sheath electric field is therefore negligible. As shown by Schwan
et al.27, lofted dust particles under UV radiation carry large negative charges. This result contradicts the expected positive charge due to
photoemission while is in agreement with the "patched charge model" described below.

Long exposure of the dust particles under the UV radiation was also performed. Figure 4 shows the changes in the surface morphology as a
function of time. The surface becomes smoother and eventually flattens out, offering an efficient process for the dust ponds formed on asteroid
Eros (Figure 1b), for example.

The three experiments demonstrated above show that dust lofting occurs when photo and/or secondary electrons are emitted from a dusty
surface, and these emitted electrons can be re-absorbed within the surface due to its roughness. The "patched charge model" developed by
Wang et al.26 was based on these two findings and is briefly reviewed below.

As shown in Figure 5, contrary to a smooth solid surface, microcavities are formed between dust particles below a regolith surface. The top
surfaces (blue patches) are charged by photoionization due to UV radiation and/or plasma electrons and ions. There are small openings between
dust particles on the top surface. Some of the UV photons, or electrons and ions can penetrate through these small openings onto the dust
particles below the top surface, creating photoelectrons and/or secondary electrons. Many of these emitted electrons do not escape and are re-
absorbed inside the microcavity and deposit negative charges on the surfaces of the surrounding particles (red patches).

The charge on the blue surface patches is Qb  Eb, where Eb is the sheath electric field above the dusty surface. The red patches are charged
to Qr  Er, where Er is the electric field inside the microcavity. Eb  1/ λDe, where λDe is the Debye length while Er  1/r, where r is the
individual dust particle radius, approximately similar to the characteristic size of the microcavity. Because of λDe >> r, Er >> Eb and therefore Qr
>> Qb. The largely enhanced negative charge Qr may create a large enough repulsive force between two negatively charged particles, which
ejects them off the surface. Large charge deposits (on the order of 0.5 μC/m2) within a dusty surface due to re-absorption of photoelectrons are
also observed in a computer simulation35.
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Figure 1. Photos of two examples of the unusual surface phenomena related to electrostatic dust transport. (a) The lunar horizon glow
taken by Surveyor 7 spacecraft3 (NASA Photo). (b) Fine dust deposits in a crater, the so-called "dust pond" on asteroid 433 Eros taken by the
NEAR-Shoemaker spacecraft9. Arrows and circle indicate pre-existing toporgraphies. Square highlights a small isolated dust pond. Please click
here to view a larger version of this figure.

 

Figure 2. Experimental apparatus and setup. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup for dust exposure to a thermal plasma with beam
electrons, beam electrons only or UV radiation only26. (b) Picture showing the setup for the UV experiment inside the chamber and (c) picture of
the vacuum chamber. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 3. Images of the trajectories of lofted dust26. Exposure to (a) plasma with 120 eV beam electrons, (b) 120 eV beam electrons, and (c)
UV radiation, respectively. A blue box in (a) highlights the trajectories of the lofted dust particles. A blue box in (c) highlights the trajectory of a
lofted dust particle with a zoomed view. The lofted dust particles include aggregates as large as 140 m in diameter besides individual particles
(38 - 45 m in diameter). This figure has been modified from the paper by Wang et al.26. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 4. Time lapse of the surface change due to the dust moblization under the UV radiation. The UV wavelength is 172 nm with the
photon irradiance of 16 mW/cm2 at the dusty surface. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 5. Patched charge model26. A microcavity shown in the center is formed by neighboring dust particles (grey circles). The blue surface
patches are exposed to photons and/or electrons and ions. They are charged to Qb and simultanously emit photo and/or secondary electrons.
A fraction of these emitted electrons are re-absorbed inside the microcavity and accumulate on the red surface patches of the surrounding dust
particles, charging them negatively to Qr. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Discussion

For decades, the problem of electrostatic dust transport on the regolith of airless bodies remained an open question how regolith dust particles
gain sufficiently large charges to become mobilized or lofted. Recent laboratory studies26,27 have fundamentally advanced the understanding of
this problem.

Here, it is demonstrated three recently developed experiments to show dust charging and mobilization in thermal plasma with beam electrons,
beam electrons only or UV radiation only. The key element in these experiments is to create secondary electrons or photoelectrons to be emitted
from dusty surfaces. As shown in the previous work26, it is likely that these emitted electrons can result in largely enhanced negative charges
on the dust particles due to their re-absorption inside the microcavities below the dusty surface. The detailed mechanism is described with the
recently developed and successfully verified "patched charge model" 26,27.

In Protocol step 1 and 2, dust particles need to be directly exposed to beam electrons with energies above 100 eV to create secondary electrons
efficiently36. The bias voltage to the filament should be set first, then increasing the heating voltage until the desired emission current is reached,
as described in Protocol 3.3.1. If dust particles are not moved or lofted, it may indicate the dust surface potential follows the beam energy to
become so negative that the creation of secondary electrons is suppressed. This can be caused by a wrong operation on setting the filament
voltages, as described in Protocol 3.3.2.

In Protocol step 3, the wavelength of the UV lamp should be 170 nm or shorter so that the energies of UV photons are significantly larger than
the work function of the dust surface in order to emit photoelectrons efficiently. Dust mobilization largely depends on the cohesive forces between
dust particles, which may vary with different compositions. Mars simulant was shown to be the easiest to move.

These experiments show that dust particles (tens of microns in diameter) can jump up to a few centimeters high. This height is equivalent to
tens of centimeters on the Moon surface, similar to the height of the lunar horizon glow. It is not clear whether the glow is caused by the ballistic
hopping or levitation of dust particles. These experiments suggest that the former one is a more likely mechanism. It was shown that electrostatic
dust mobilization can lead to the formation of smooth surfaces, which may be relevant to the dust ponds formed on asteroid Eros9 and comet
67P10, and the highly smooth surface of Saturn's icy moon Atlas12.

In conclusion, these experiments show that electrostatic dust transport is expected to play a significant role in shaping the surfaces of airless
planetary bodies and may be responsible for a number of unusual surface phenomena. The methods demonstrated here opened a door for more
advanced studies including both laboratory experiment and modeling in the future.
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